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Art without borders—

Learning boxes for your classroom
A free service for schools
Explore aspects of the Geelong Gallery and its renowned collection with
these creative and inspiring learning boxes designed for use in your
classroom.
Art without borders aims to equip students and educators with a broad range of
knowledge, skills and personal qualities to confidently meet the challenges of life in a
complex, information-rich and constantly changing world. All boxes are linked to the
AusVELS, Australian curriculum guidelines and VCE Study Designs with the aim to
assist educators and schools to plan their teaching and learning programs in order to
enable their students to achieve essential learning standards.
Our learning boxes include background notes for educators and suggested activities
for students. Each learning box is free for schools to borrow (depending on availability)
and supported by professional development opportunities for educators.

The Buckley—
Explores the social and cultural heritage of the Geelong region
Objects and images providing a fascinating introduction to the story of the Wathaurong
people, their relationship with escaped convict and legendary ‘wild white man’ of
colonial Australia, William Buckley, and their combined impact on European settlement.
This learning box contains objects of trade, letters of the time, early maps recording
uses of the land, examples of tools and food sources, the Wautharong language
and traditions.

Myths and rituals—
Introduces students to ideas and traditions outside Western culture
Introduces students to the richness of ideas and traditions that exist outside
Western culture. These items were selected to challenge students’ knowledge and
understandings of what is valuable, beautiful and functional. The intention is to inspire
classroom discussion and activities which embrace the use of more unusual forms,
decoration and materials.

Who’s who portraiture—
Introduces ways to explore, interpret and create portraiture
Assists primary, secondary students and educators to develop knowledge and the
skills to create, explore and interpret portraiture that connects history, art and the
stories of people. A selection of Geelong Gallery’s permanent portrait collection is
presented as the focus in this learning box. The learning box will also support students
and educators to prepare their entries for the annual Who’s who portrait prize.
This learning box includes images, a PowerPoint presentation and a class set of
activity sheets and mirrors. It is a fantastic introduction to portraiture and the Geelong
Gallery’s portrait collection.
Little Malop Street
Geelong 3220
T 03 5229 3645

Free entry

Drop-in tours of the
permanent collection
Saturday from 2pm

Closed Christmas Day,
Boxing Day, New Year’s
Day and Good Friday

Open daily 10am–5pm

www.geelonggallery.org.au
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Art industry contexts—
Studio Art 2010–2014, Area of Study 3
Provides an insight into the operations of the Geelong Gallery
Supports students and educators in acquiring both awareness and understanding of
the roles, presentation, preservation and conservation requirements of works of art in
a public collection.
This learning box includes the following:
— DVD: Insight into Geelong Gallery—faces and facts
— PowerPoint presentation: Gallery presentation, preservation and conservation
— PowerPoint presentation: The conservation project—Danaë and the shower of gold
— Examples and items on the Gallery’s standard mounts and examples of hanging
systems, D-rings and corporate profiles used
This learning box is a fantastic introduction to the behind the scenes of the Geelong
Gallery. It is also a great tool to use before you visit the Gallery as it will enable students
to focus and extend their knowledge of the presentation of an exhibition.

Printmakers—
Artists and art
Explores the art of printmaking and aspects of the Gallery’s renowned print
collection
Assists primary and secondary students and educators to develop knowledge and
skills to create, explore and interpret prints that connect history, culture, art and
the stories of people. A selection of Geelong Gallery’s renowned print collection is
presented as the focus in this learning box.
This learning box includes the following:
— PowerPoint presentation: Prints from the collection and suggested lessons plans
— DVD of interviews with three regional printmakers: Kathryn Higgins, Joel Wolter and
Pip Williams
— Class sets of learning activity cards focusing on Japanese wood cuts from the
collection and the culture of Japan
— Links to resources on relief, intaglio, photogravure, lithography, screen-print, paper
stencil and serigraphy printmaking techniques
This learning box also contains background notes for the educator and suggested
learning activities.

Borrow a learning box today
A free service for schools
Schools may borrow the learning boxes free-of-charge for use in the classroom
(subject to availability). Professional development support for educators can also be
arranged with the Gallery Educator. To find out more or to book a learning box, please
contact:
Gail Frost
Geelong Gallery Educator
learn@geelonggallery.org.au

